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Excerpts from

The Diaries of
James D. Smillie

BY GENE HESSLER

j AMES SMILLIE (1807-1885) WHO CAME TO THE U.S. FROM
Scotland by way of Canada had four sons: James David (1833-1909),
William Main (1835-1888), George Henry (1840-1921) and Charles,
the only son not to follow a career in art. James Smillie also had two

brothers: William Cumming Smillie (1813-1908), and David. Walter de
Forrest Smillie was the adopted son of William Cumming Smillie; George
Frederick Cumming Smillie (1854-1924) was the son of David; David J.
Smillie (b. ca. 1850) was probably another son of David Smillie.

James D. Smillie was born on 16 January at 1 King Street in New York
City, and showed artistic aptitude at an early age. After art and engraving
instruction from his father and later study at the National Academy of Design,
James D. Smillie became a member (Academician) in 1876.

Jocelyn, Draper, Welsh & Company; Rawdon, Wright & Hatch; and
Toppan, Carpenter & Company were the first firms to engage James David
Smillie.

F.O.C. Darley's The Mill Door was
engraved by J.D. Smillie for Toppan,

AL— Carpenter & Co. Engraved below the
notice of "SALE" on the right side of
the entrance is "J.D. Smillie Jan. 1857
NY." The Mill Door, #257

Like his cousin, G.F.C. Smillie, James D. Smillie produced his first bank
note engraving before his 20th birthday. James David Smillie signed his work
as Jas. D. Smillie, J.D. Smillie or with the monogram JDS (shown at right).
For his work, father James signed his full name or more often simply used
Smillie.

When James Smillie moved from the National Bank Note Company
(NBNCo) to American Bank Note Company (ABNCo) in 1868, his first
engraving was based on a drawing by his son, James David. "It was an attrac-
tive bird's eye view of a western scene, showing the Transcontinental Railroad
and the plains surrounding a growing western city" (Morris No. 4, p. 205).
James David and William Main, already engaged by ABNCo, must have been
thrilled to have their father join them. In 1872, James Smillie and his son
James David were receiving the highest salaries paid to engravers.

After three years at ABNCo, James David went to Europe to further
develop his painting ability. He returned three years later in 1864, and like
other artists found it difficult to support himself by painting. Consequently, he
returned to bank note art and engraving. ABNCo must have been delighted to
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James D. Smillie

have available to them, once again, the artistry and the engraving talent of
James D. Smillie.

For a while in 1864 and 1865 he devoted all his time by assisting his
father who had undertaken a major project--the engraving of The Rocky
Mountains by artist Albert Bierstadt. This would become a 17" x 28" engraving
(Witthoft 40).

On 6 June 1865, as he worked for the fifth day on rebit on Ferryboat,
Smillie recorded in his diary: "It is an intolerable bore for me to do such work,
and I wonder at myself for consenting." "Smillie could have made an excellent
living as an engraver and reproduction etcher, but he chose the more difficult

path of 'high art,' which led to a life that was filled with
frustration...(Schneider 31)." Nevertheless, there were times when he
recorded in his diaries that he "enjoyed the work very much." Regardless
how unhappy J.D. Smillie might have been as a bank note artist, paper
money collectors are delighted to have his work in their possession.

In NYC Smillie exhibited at the National Academy of Design, and
was a founder of the New York Etching Club. He was an authority on
etching and lectured often on the subject. Smillie was also a founder of
the American Water Color Society in 1868; he was president from
1871-1877. Like other artists and engravers at the time, James D.
Smillie contributed artwork for Appleton's and Harper's. He engraved
artwork of F.O.C. Darley to illustrate the novels of Charles Dickens
and James Fenimore Cooper. A good example is The Wounded Indian
by Darley in Cooper's "The Deerslayer." In the 1870s the camera was
only 20 years old and had not yet replaced illustrators, but it would do

just that in coming decades.
James D. Smillie refers to meetings with other artists and engravers;

it's unfortunate that we don't have records of those conversations.
Meetings with engraver Robert Hinshelwood, pleasant and at times unpleas-

ant, are also recorded in the diaries. The marriage of James D. Smillie's aunt
Margaret, sister of James Smillie, to Robert Hinshlewood goes unmentioned.

James D. Smillie was devoted to his father and took great pleasure in
working with him, as the diaries confirm. His first cooperative works with his
father were Monument to judge Stoiy in 1848, published in 1851, and in 1850
Dreams of Arcadia; the young Smillie etched in portions of both (Witthoft 49,
footnote 11). The last time father and son worked together was when James
David finished engraving of Lions at Home, which his father was unable to com-
plete before his death.

Examples of James D. Smillie's art and engraved work can be found on
stock certificates, corporate bonds, U.S. obsolete and federal paper money;
however, most of his work appears on the paper money of other countries,
Argentina and Mexico mostly, all by ABNCo.

James D. Smillie predicted what would happen to line engraving after his
father died, 100 years before security engraving, as we have known it, is dying.
This art form lasted longer than the younger Smillie had envisioned. Today,
photoengravings of images made from pen and ink drawings meet the require-
ments of the New York Stock Exchange and their customers. James D.
Smillie's prophetic words included the following:

"If scientific and mechanical processes fully meet the commercial demand, then
the competitor class must seek other means of livelihood and the high rank
engraver disappears with it. Consequently I see no chance for a revival of the art
of line engraving in its higher development as it has been practiced. The
demands of modern life give no place to one who takes months or years to do
what can be done in a few hours by photography and electro-chemical processes
in a manner that meets the popular requirements of trade."

(Unpublished ms by JDS)
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Abbreviations Used
ABNCo=American Bank Note Company; BABNCo=British American Bank Note

Company; ContBNCo=Continental Bank Note Company; nbn=national bank notes;
NBNCo=National Bank Note Company. Throughout his diaries, James David Smillie
identifies subjects that ultimately might have received different titles. Comments are in
parentheses, and italics have been added.

Diary Excerpts
James David Smillie rose between 5:00 and 5:30 each morning. The first daily entry

in his diary was the condition of the weather: "a glorious day," "a fine day" etc. There
were frequent mentions of severe headaches, bothersome enough for him to take to his
bed.

1865
9 Jan.	 At ContBNCo "overlooking various dies" including Helm Feeding the Eagle.

(This could refer to the image engraved by Asher B. Durand for
Underwood, Bald, Spencer & Hufty on the Bank of Wooster, OH $5, and
The National Bank, NY $5.)

10 Jan. 	 Preparing to re-engrave Large Locomotive by R. Hinshelwood.

Locomotive, #780

16 Jan.	 "My birthday."
15 Apr. 	 "A dark day for our nation. We were stunned, sickened...by news of the

assassination of President Lincoln and attempted murder of Secretary
Seward last night."

5 Aug.	 "Father James Smillie] was taken sick."
9 Aug.	 Father went to ABNCo today.
15 Aug.	 "Uncle Willie arrived direct from Canada."
9 Sept. 	 Father went to NBNCo today.
12 Oct. 	 Working on [unmentioned] bank note drawing.
14 Oct. 	 "I think I have it finished."
16 Nov. 	 Worked all day on my Condor (See Nos. 849 & 852.) Spent eve at Gavits

with Uncle Willie. (John E. Gavit was vice president of ABNCo at that
time.)

17 Nov. 	 Mr. Gavit called with a proof of Salto in Chile for me to draw. "It's a
frightful task."

20 Nov.	 Worked on two outlines of Salto, felt most miserable...gave up about 3:00
p.m.

27 Nov.	 Mr. Gavit satisfied [with Salto], received $40. (This probably refers to
Uruguay 50 pesos, PS159.)

24 Nov. 	 ABNCo accepted drawing of Condor.
27 Nov. 	 Began drawing Condor No. 2.
2 Dec. 	 Charcoaling Eagle for Florida Arms for NBNCo. Attended NY

Philharmonic rehearsal.
4 Dec. 	 Worked on Florida Eagle.



Gaucho Lassoing, #810
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5 Dec. 	 Went to NBNCo, Eagle approved.
6 Dec. 	 Outlined daguerreotype of Florida Arms and got transfer on die to take to

Father. (See No. 796.)
8 Dec. 	 I stretched paper for Oil Well drawing for ABNCo and traced proofs fur-

nished by company.
9 Dec. 	 All day hard at work on die of South American [Ox] Cart, [eng.] by [Henry]

Beckwith after a drawing of mine. (See No. 560.)
11 Dec. 	 George and I spent evening with Gavits.
12 Dec. 	 Worked all day on S. Am. die; rebiting, graver and burnisher. Gave it to

Mr. Gavit.
19 Dec. 	 Worked on Locomotive.
20 Dec.	 Went to ContBNCo with Locomotive and returned with proofs.
25 Dec. 	 Went to studio to outline oil drawing for ABNCo.
29 Dec. 	 All day on "Graham's Sheeps die" after drawing for ContBNCo.
30 Dec.	 More work on Sheep die.
1866
19 Jan. 	 Received a letter from R. Hinshelwood criticizing my drawing for NBNCo.

"I sent it back to him without word or comment."
29 Jan. 	 Went to ContBNCo to get proofs of Sheep and transfer of Beaver. "Met R.

Hinshelwood in the street, was accosted by him, but took no notice of
him."

10 Feb.	 Worked on Beaver, for Post Office stamp for [Canada 54, Scott A8] and
Sheep. Attended NY Philharmonic rehearsal.

12 Feb.	 Funeral of George W. Hatch. Brother "(illegible) brought a letter sent
through Uncle Willie from that crazy man Hinshelwood. I told him to
put it in the fire."

24 Mar. 	 After a rehearsal of Beethoven's music by NY Philharmonic, "Music may
not be a moral agent, but I always feel that I am a better man after hearing
such music...."

2 May.	 Worked all day tracing Ottawa Parliament Building.
15 June. 	 Worked all day on Beaver for Uncle Willie. Entered $22.54 in account

book.
14 Nov.	 Worked all day on Locomotive drawing.
22 Nov. 	 Set to work on NBNCo Missouri State Arms.
23 Nov. 	 Worked on "drawing of Father taken with camera Elucida [sic] by R.

Hinshelwood in 1842 worked up by Father. I am quite proud of it."
Father in short sleeves by pig pen. Worked on Lamb's Head and Missouri
Arms.

12 Dec. 	 Saw Gavit at ABNCo and picked up $60 for drawing.
1867
14 Jan.	 Spent all clay "trying to get something picturesque out of the photo of

Buenos Ayres Transportation [BAT]." (This refers to the wagon train on
Argentina 20 pesos, PS1785 & S1805 eng. by Charles Burt.)

15 Jan.	 Took BAT to ABNCo; talked with Goodall [received] vast number of sug-
gestions and an addition to my stock of photos and lithos. (Albert G.
Goodall was president of ABNCo 1874-1887.)

26 Jan. 	 Spent all evening on Gaucho.
29 Jan. 	 To ABNCo with drawings of Wagon and Gaucho. The latter "made consid-

erable stir." I was pleased.
6 Mar. 	 In the afternoon I worked on new design for Gaucho Lassoing Cattle drawing

I made for ABNCo some weeks ago; I am having trouble with the horse
(see No. 608).

7 Mar. 	 Made new drawing, not pleased. Went back to old drawing, rubbed out
Gaucho.

30 May. 	 To NBNCo for instructions for Hartford from McDonough. Stopped at
ABNCo.

12 June. 	 Worked on outline of Hartford for NBNCo.
23 July. 	 To NBNCo for check for $119 for Hartford drawing. To ABNCo, had

chat with [Luigi] Delnoce.
13 Nov. 	 Father brought etching proof of Hartford.
30 Nov. 	 Got picture of Boston for drawing for ABNCo.
4 Dec. 	 Worked on Boston. (See No. 590 for this Boston Harbor scene.)
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Boston, #590

1868
22 Jan. 	 Worked on drawing of Darley illustration for Illustrated Sonat [sic] News,

published in 1860. Bank note people wanted Father to engrave directly
from woodcut (NBNCo).

9 Apr. 	 Outlining drawing of Sheep for bank note. (This could refer to Brazil 100
mil reis back, PS553, eng. by James Smillie.)

20 Apr. 	 Spent all day on drawing of Gaucho on the Pampas I made for ABNCo some
time ago.

4 May.	 Commenced drawing Coffee, Tobacco and Palm for ABNCo.
14 May. 	 Laid grounds on two dies and finished outlining drawing for AAThite's draw-

ing for BABNCo.
18 May. 	 Worked on Brazil etching.
19 May. 	 Finished ABNCo [Brazil] etching. Spent afternoon on BABNCo die.
21 May.	 Commenced biting on Brazil die.
11 June. 	 At ABNCo all morning working on die, also patch work on back die.
18 June. 	 Worked on Ottawa die. (See 2 May 1866.)
2 July. 	 Met Gavit and talked about Wool engraving.
6 July. 	 Worked on Wool Yard drawing for ABNCo.
10 July.	 To ABNCo to get transfer of Lassoing Cattle. (See No. 608.)
11 July.	 Worked on etching of Lassoing Cattle.
23 July. 	 To ABNCo to get etching of "Lassoing" die. "It looks only tolerably well.

Burt was on hand and took it away at once to finish it."
29 Oct. 	 Completed sketch of Saladero, then took it to ABNCo. (See No. 630.)
3 Nov. 	 Finished Saladero drawing.

4 Nov. 	 Worked on drawing of Bull for ABNCo. (See No. 622.)
18 Nov. 	 Spent morning outlining drawing of a horse for ABNCo. (See Hawaii

$100, P15.)
26 Nov. 	 Worked on Gaucho and Guitar drawing for ABNCo. (See No. 631.)
1 Dec. 	 Took Gaucho and Guitar to ABNCo and "drew $100 for horse."
15 Dec. 	 Gavit was not pleased with Gaucho and Guitar, "does not know why."
1869
2 Jan. 	 Made alterations on Gaucho and Guitar.
31 Mar. 	 Worked on die proofs of Steamship and Sheep's Head for Father.
18 May. 	 Worked on drawings of Sheep Under Trees and several die proofs for Father.

(See Brazil 100 mil reis (back), PS553 eng. by James Smillie.)
10 Aug.	 Walter de Forrest Smillie arrived from Ottawa.
7 Oct. 	 Went to ABNCo but no drawing assignments.
18 Oct. 	 Spent evening arranging new design for the Jay Cooke & Co. Pacific

Railway bonds.

Saladero, #630
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Sheep Under the Oak, #645

7 Dec. 	 Began work on little drawing for ABNCo: Seligman Bros., finished it.
Worked on Cooke's bond.

9 Dec. 	 A reference is made to "The Bouquet" as being his.
1870
27 Jan. 	 Working on third drawing for Jay Cooke & Co. "Not seemingly to know

what they want. I am paid for each one."
14 Feb. 	 To ABNCo for $80 for Pacific Railway drawings.
28 May.	 Worked on charcoal design for World Insurance Co. Wrote to Reinhart.

(This refers to either Benjamin F., 1829-1885, or Charles S., 1844-1896,
probably the former, who became an associate member of the National
Academy of Design in 1871.) (See 8 April 1878.)

9 June. 	 Worked on drawing of Niagara for Uncle Willie. (See No.165.)
13 June. 	 Worked on little drawing of Bank Building for ABNCo. Uncle Willie

returned to Ottawa.
18 June. 	 Outlined Golden Gate for Father. (See No. 673 for this 2" x 4" harbor

scene.)

Golden Gate, #673

23 June. 	 Left drawing at Mr. Hinshelwood's. Made sketch for Locomotive drawing.
29 June. 	 Finished Locomotive outline.
1 July. 	 To ABNCo then to Jersey City Railroad to sketch.
10 Aug. 	 Began drawing of Missouri Arms.
22 Oct.	 To Brooks Brothers about overcoat. Finished drawing on wood for

ABNCo.
28 Oct. 	 "Made alterations on proof of Engine--an old die that I engraved for

ABNCo some years ago." Father will modernize and add material accord-
ing to my alterations.

21 Nov.	 Worked on outline drawing for Virginia Arms.
3 Dec. 	 Worked on and almost finished drawing for Alabama Arms. (See No. 813.)
20 Dec. 	 Worked on Locomotive No. 2 for ABNCo.
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1871
15 Feb.

25 Feb.
27 Feb.
28 Feb.

4 Mar.
9 Mar.
22 Mar.
24 Mar.

29 Mar.
30 Mar.

1 Apr.
3 Apr.

6 Apr.

4 May.
12 May.
13 May.
17 May.
22 May.

27 Oct.
28 Oct.
14 Nov.

15 Nov.
18 Nov.
29 Oct.
4 Dec.
28 Dec.

"I got out Uncle Willie's drawing of Niagara and die engraved by R[obert]
H[inshelwood] and commenced work on it to make something of it if possi-
ble."
Worked on Niagara die (3 days) graver and dry point.
Worked on Colorado Arms for ABNCo. (See No. 692.)
Met with Gavit about working for ABNCo for three months; agreed at rate
of $5,000 per annum, to begin at once.
Worked on second sketch of North Western Mutual.
Etched Colorado A1771S.

"All pleased" with drawing.
Patched die of Niagara to go to Ottawa. Working on drawing arms of
Banco de Trujillo.
Met R. Hinshelwood, "wonderfully civil."
At ABNCo and worked on drawing for Massachusetts Soldiers Certificate, also
on Colorado Arms.
(Saturday) At ABNCo altered Arms of Ecuador drawing. (See No. 694.)
Began sketch for Hunting Ostriches in South America. (See No. 777.) Went
to Central Park to sketch.
Finished crayon sketch of "2 Llamas." (This could refer to Peru 20 soles,
PS315 & 5 soles, PS333 eng. by G.J. Verbeck, Sr.) Worked on sketch of
Mules, South America. (See Colombia 50 pesos, PS387 eng. by James
Smillie.)
Submitted drawings of Llama and Mules, South America to ABNCo.
Etched Engine on coupon back.
Etched Engine die.
Received proof of Engine die.
To ABNCo with drawing of Insurance Dep. Seal. Commensed drawing of
Havana.
Worked on [Luigi] Delnoce drawing of "S.A. Arms."
Worked on another "S.A." drawing by Delnoce.
Worked on Japanese drawing for ContBNCo. (The ContBNCo produced
national bank notes for Japan in 1873; one design could be the work of J.D.
Smillie. The remaining designs P10-14, could be the work of F.O.C.
Darley.)
Uncle Willie came by to pick up a drawing.
Delnoce's son came for drawing.
Worked with graver on Ostrich Hunting.
Spent time touching proof of Railroad Depot. (See No. 221.)
To ABNCo for proofs of Ostrich Hunting. (See 3 April.)

South Amer. Ostrich Hunting, #777

1872
11 Jan.	 A reference is made to his female model, Jessie Hayland.
28 Feb. 	 Made a tracing of ABNCo Building. "It's atrocious work and tries my

patience exceedingly."
12 Mar. 	 Went through Hatch's Litho establishment.
4 Apr. 	 Tried to work on architectural drawing for ABNCo.
8 Apr. 	 Worked on drawing of Dollar Medallion for ABNCo. (See No. 735)
16 Apr. 	 Worked on Gaucho Head for ABNCo.
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19 Apr.	 Began etching Indian Head die.
25 Apr. 	 Worked with graver on "Head," later etched cross-line on background.
29 Apr. 	 To ABNCo for proof of "Head" die.
30 Apr. 	 Worked on sketch for drawing "Snowy Llamania" for ABNCo. (This refers

to Llama Train No. 4, see No. 799.)
1 June. 	 Worked on ABNCo drawing of Arms of City of Valparaiso. (See No. 728.)
1 July. 	 Began drawing Arms of New Brunswick.
31 Oct. 	 Worked on Liebler drawing for Uncle Willie.
12 Nov. 	 Finished Chemuck [sic] drawing.
1873
28 Jan. 	 Elected president of Water Color Society.
21 Apr. 	 "Got a little work done on ABNCo drawing for German, Belgian Rio

Platte Bank."
28 Apr. 	 Charcoaled design for $5 national currency. (This and the following could

refer to the Japanese 5 yen, P12 by ContBNCo.)
17 May. 	 Designing new vignette•(upright) to national currency vignettes.
20 June. 	 "Auge (illegible) said my study for bank note drawing was very bad" he

improved it in 2 hours.
5 July. 	 In Montreal, I went to BABNCo and met Father.
29 Nov. 	 Worked on Italian drawing, Girl's Head for ABNCo. (This could refer to

Italy 5 & 10 lire, PS273 & S274, or 10 lire (back), PS213.)
20 Dec.	 Finished Italian drawing of Female Head.
1874
9 Feb. 	 Began sketch on Railroad certificate for ABNCo.
17 Feb.	 Worked on NYC Arms for ABNCo.
5 Mar. 	 Worked on Italian drawing Ocean Telegraph for ABNCo.
7 Mar. 	 Had a visit from [F.O.C.] Darley.
3 Apr. 	 Worked on etching of Darley art.
4 Apr. 	 Worked with graver and dry point on Darley outline.
10 Apr. 	 Worked on Cupid Dolphin on Italian drawing for ABNCo.
17 Apr.	 Worked on Vulcan d7 . Minerva outline for ABNCo.
27 Apr. 	 Finished Young Neptune, an Italian drawing for ABNCo.
12 May. 	 Received a letter from Alfred Jones, finding fault with my management of

funds of the Water Color Society.
15 May. 	 Began drawing of Interior of Smelting Furnace for ABNCo.
26 May. 	 Worked on W[illiam] Croome sketch of In the Old Fort.
28 May. 	 Planning a new drawing of Gaucho Lasso for ABNCo.
1 June. 	 Finished Gaucho.
7 June. 	 Started drawing of Alabama Arms for ABNCo. (See No. 813.)
8 June. 	 Mounted W.C. drawing and Smelting Furnace.
17 June. 	 Began work on View of Salina [Kansas] for ABNCo. (See No. 792.)
9 July. 	 Began drawing of State Arms of Gleorgia] for ABNCo.
25 Aug. 	 Worked on Reaper drawing for ABNCo.
27 Aug. 	 Worked on South American Reaper drawing. (This refers to Reaper in South

America on Nicaragua 5 pesos, PS108 and Uruguay 50 pesos, PA106 eng.
by James Smillie. This same engraving was altered and titled Buckeye
Reaper, see No. 826.)

24 Oct. 	 "whiskey stamp drawing."
25 Oct. 	 Took "whiskey stamp drawing to the [American] Exp. Office."
1875
10 Apr. 	 Worked on Steamer drawing for ABNCo. (See No. 812.)
14 Apr.	 [Uncle] Will called at studio, complained about Marine drawing I did for

ABNCo.
29 June. 	 Began drawing of Bacchus in a Basket for ABNCo.
1876
15 Mar.	 Traced one of the figures in Second Race and transferred it to millboard;

will paint it for ABNCo.
20 Mar. 	 Charcoaled Horse's Head for ABNCo.
21 Mar. 	 [Brother] 1/1/111 came in and gave me an order to paint the old [Liberty] Bell

for their Centennial Specimen Sheet.
23 Mar. 	 Sketched old Liberty Bell for ABNCo.
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30 Mar. 	 Worked on Horse's Head for ABNCo.
5 Apr. 	 Painted over portions of Gaucho for ABNCo.
6 May.	 Saw specimen sheet in place at ABNCo.
5 July. 	 Finished outlining drawing of Gaucho for Father.
7 July. 	 Etched Father's die of The Gaucho, putting in horse's head.
15 July. 	 Worked with graver on Father's die of Gaucho, cutting in the horse's head,

"Enjoyed the work very much."
2 Oct.	 Began drawing for ABNCo a venture to be called The Pasture--to be based

on Elmira Studies.
6 Oct.	 Worked on W.C. sketch, "no place like home."
17 Oct. 	 The Comstocks went to Philadelphia; visited Centennial Exhibit.
16 Nov. 	 Touched up a proof of Condor for ABNCo.
18 Nov. 	 Worked on charcoal design of In a Coal Mine for ABNCo.
29 Nov. 	 "Worked on charcoal for 'NA[iMani] C[roome] Cows Coming to the Milking

based on studies at Po'Keepsie."
25 Dec.	 Worked on India ink sketch of Argyle Station for ABNCo. Had dinner at

Many's, returned to studio at 3:30.

To be continued

New works cover Confederates, Palestine
Reviewed by Fred Reed

Collectors of Confederate paper money are already
well aware of SPMC Charter Member Arlie Slabaugh's
well-conceived and readable text on that field, because the
work has gone through nine editions since originally pub-
lished as one of the Whitman $1 black books in 1959.

That Slabaugh's title has gone through repeated edi-
tions and outlived any other works in that estimable series
is a testament both to the work's author and the title's sub-
sequent publisher Krause Publications, as well as to the
continuing vibrancy of this area of U.S. obsolete currency.

The current 10th edition covers both Confederate
and Southern States issues in a manner that is both infor-
mative and entertaining. Notes are realistically priced in
up to six grades, conversion charts for other numbering
systems listed, and background information is replete with
historical detail, counterfeit information and ancillary
illustrative material which makes the title a "must have"
for any collector even cursorily interested in this field.

The 256 page soft
bound volume has hun-
dreds of illustrations. It's
priced at $21.95 from
Krause Publications, POB
5009, Iola, WI 54945 or at
book dealers nationwide.
Orders may also be placed
at 1-800-258-0929.

At the other end of the
spectrum is Howard
Berlin's "labor of love" on
the bank notes and coins of
the British Mandate of
Palestine (1923-48).

Berlin, who is not an

SPMC member but is well known in the numismatic com-
munity, builds upon the long out of print works of Sylvia
Haffner and R.J. Trowbridge in recounting the unique
history (political and numismatic) of the Holy Land.
Berlin's work is a thoroughly
researched, heavily illustrated,
and cross-referenced text that
is sure to become the stan-
dard work in this field.

At 152 pages, this slim
hard bound work also
includes eight color plates,
but is pricey, reflecting the
marketing strategy of its pub-
lisher McFarland & Co.
Previously known for well
researched, excellent refer-
ence works in such specialized
fields as Film and Performing
Arts, Baseball and U.S. History, the firm specializes in
narrowly focused enthusiast titles, with short press runs
which necessarily entail higher cover prices.

The entry of this North Carolina publisher into the
Numismatic field augurs good things for numismatic
authors and the collecting community. In their recent cat-
alog the Berlin work falls under the "Chess &
Numismatics" category. However, should this trend con-
tinue we can expect a proliferation of worthwhile syn-
graphic references for readers of this magazine to enjoy.
We welcome another significant publisher to our special-
ized corner of the reference book marketplace.

Copies of the Berlin work are available for $49 post-
paid from McFarland & Co., Box 611, Jefferson, NC
28640, or orders may be placed at 1-800-253-2187.
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